No longer waiting for parts to break down before replacing them, the Harinas de Mallorca flour mill in Palma de Mallorca, Spain, is utilizing Bühler’s ProPlant Service Management System. This system, which is used by customers worldwide, allows the mill to perform preventive maintenance with less downtime, which saves money and increases productivity.

ProPlant has solved our maintenance problems

Up until just a few months ago, the maintenance work at the Harinas de Mallorca plant on Cami San Carles in Palma de Mallorca, the capital of the Balearic island, was done according to specifications in the index card file. And maintenance of the plant itself took place according to the «break-down maintenance” principle. In other words, parts had to break first before they were replaced by the operations in-house mechanic.

Looking back, CEO Guillermo Munar says: “We were able to squeeze the last bit of use from some of the parts. But we also had to accept collateral damage and long, and often unscheduled, downtimes.”

In retrospect, Munar believes it was a generally unsatisfactory situation.

New time calculation

Bühler, Uzwil, Switzerland, set up a modern, 3,150-tonne silo and filling plant for a variety of wheat flour types in 2016. After commissioning the plant, maintenance was done according to the «break-down” principle. But management was aware of the risks they were taking by doing so and that the upkeep of a new plant following the “break-down” principle of maintenance was not sustainable.

“The controls of our new plant happened using the Bühler WinCos system,” Munar revealed. “The installation of WinCos was our opportunity to expand the entire maintenance and upkeep of our plant with Bühler’s ProPlant system. A new period of time calculation thus began at Harinas de Mallorca in terms of maintenance.”

Before the new servicing software could be bought, the executive board needed to be won over. “We were able to demonstrate that ProPlant is used daily, would be of great assistance in terms of maintenance planning for the plant, and would also help us save costs.” Munar said. “We were able to convince the company management with these arguments.”
“We can only praise ProPlant. It helps in maintenance and saves money and time in upkeep. Whoever decides to use WinCos for their plant control should definitely install the ProPlant system at the same time.”

Guillermo Munar, CEO of Harinas de Mallorca

Ready for use

The ProPlant system installed at Harinas de Mallorca was set up ready-to-operate at Bühler’s headquarters in Switzerland. All relevant data, jobs, replacement part lists, and the operating manuals for all plant components at Harinas de Mallorca were loaded onto the mini server (ProPlant Cube) by Bühler specialists and then the software was programmed according to specifications by the Harinas management.

ProPlant was ready for installation and commissioning. On site at the Harinas plant on Mallorca, it took just a couple of hours because everything had already been set up. By summer 2017, after intensive employee training, the system was ready to handle planning of all maintenance tasks at Harinas de Mallorca.

All in one

All maintenance and service work is integrated in the ProPlant system according to customer specifications at Harinas de Mallorca. In addition, ProPlant includes a warehouse management system for the most important and critical replacement and wear parts.

The WinCos interface was also important in the

Harineras de Mallorca

There were 10 small flour mills on the Balearic island of Mallorca in 1970. But in 1980, the authorities ordered them to merge to form Harinas de Mallorca. Today, Harinas de Mallorca is a 3,150-tonne silo system with connecting flour mixing plant. Harinas de Mallorca primarily meets demand on the Balearic island itself, with its own line of flour mixing and sale of flour. Don Antonio Fontanet was with the Harinas de Mallorca «adventure» from the beginning. Today, Harinas de Mallorca is part of the Productos Fonanet S.L.U. Group, which also sells coffee, meat and feed in addition to flour and offers transport services.
decision to install ProPlant because it allows the maintenance work to be triggered by the actual hours of operation instead of predefined calendar intervals.

Harinas de Mallorca has been depending on ProPlant for its maintenance planning and monitoring since summer 2017.

“Our expectations have been exceeded,” says Toni Munar, who is in charge of both the WinCos and ProPlant systems at Harinas, summarizing the plant’s experiences over the first months. “We save a lot of time and money with ProPlant because malfunctions which could lead to equipment damage are prevented.”

At Harinas de Mallorca, ProPlant is being used for additional tasks as well, such as for scheduling building cleaning or checking the updating of certificates, etc.

“It came as a positive surprise that we could use the program for this as well,” said Toni Munar.

Expansible

ProPlant also has many other available functions which can be gradually developed by building additional tasks into the system, as Guillermo and Toni Munar have determined.

“And the same problem reoccurs, it can be quickly identified. And we know immediately what to do, even if the employee originally involved in the incident is no longer with the company,” Toni Munar said.

Planning work approved

The operators at Harinas de Mallorca are also enthusiastic about ProPlant because of its simplicity and operator convenience.

“ProPlant sets up a schedule for completing all tasks and work that need to be taken care of,” explains Toni Munar. “That relieves us of a lot of scheduling work. The responsible employees only need to focus on their work of the day. And if a task can’t be done or finished for whatever reason, the program sends a reminder until the job has been completed and reported.”

In the event of some intervention in the workflow or unanticipated incident, ProPlant records this and archives the case.
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